
Plateau Pipe Line Ltd., a subsidiary of Pembina Pipeline Corporation, is proposing to construct and operate the

NORTHEAST BRITISH COLUMBIA EXPANSION PROJECT

PEMBINA PIPELINE CORPORATION (Pembina) is a leading transportation and midstream service provider 
that has been serving North America’s energy industry for 60 years. Pembina owns and operates pipelines that transport 
various hydrocarbon liquids including conventional and synthetic crude oil, heavy oil and oil sands products, condensate 
(diluent) and natural gas liquids. We also own and operate gas gathering and processing facilities and an oil and natural 
gas liquids infrastructure and logistics business.

With facilities strategically located in western Canada and in natural gas liquids markets in eastern Canada and the U.S., 
Pembina also offers a full spectrum of midstream and marketing services that spans across its operations. Our integrated 
assets and commercial operations enable us to offer services needed by the energy sector along the hydrocarbon value chain.

Proposed Northeast 
British Columbia 
Expansion Project
Plateau Pipe Line Ltd., a subsidiary of Pembina, is 

proposing to construct and operate the Northeast 

British Columbia Expansion Project (the proposed 

Project), an expansion to Pembina’s existing 

pipeline infrastructure in northeast British Columbia 

(BC). The proposed Project will transport conden

sate and natural gas liquids for various producers in 

the liquidsrich Montney resource play.

The proposed Project entails the construction of 

an approximately 160 kilometres, 12inch diameter 

pipeline with a base capacity of up to 75,000 

barrels per day. The proposed pipeline will flow 

southeast and will parallel Pembina’s existing 

pipeline system from the Highway/Blair Creek area 

of BC to Taylor, BC.  Subject to regulatory and 

environmental approvals, Pembina anticipates 

bringing the proposed Project onstream in the 

second quarter to fourth quarter of 2017.

 

Project Component

Proposed Project Schedule

Estimated Date

Submission of the Project 
Description to the EAO

Q1 2015

OGC permit receipt Q4 2015

Complete construction Q2 – Q4 2017

Commissioning Q2 – Q4 2017
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Reliable | Trusted | Responsible 
Committed to being the operator, employer, partner, neighbour and investment of choice in North America’s energy infrastructure sector.

Regulatory Considerations
Applicable regulators for the permitting of the proposed Project are the 

BC Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) and BC Environmental Assessment 

Office (EAO). 

Pembina performed a preliminary analysis of the proposed route and 

configuration of the proposed Project to assess potential environmental and 

socioeconomic effects. This preliminary analysis revealed the following:

•  the proposed Project intentionally parallels existing pipeline and 

other linear disturbances for approximately 80% of the proposed 

route and where possible, overlaps existing disturbed or cultivated 

areas to minimize potential effects on the surrounding environment 

and overall landscape; 

•  the proposed Project route follows other linear facilities and rightsof

way (ROW), including pipelines, roads and electric transmission lines;

•  no new major access roads will be required;

•  the proposed permanent ROW will be up to a maximum of 18 metres 

wide;

•  the proposed Project does not interact with any critical habitat for 

wildlife or vegetation species at risk; 

•  the proposed route does not cross any parks or conservancy lands;

• the proposed route does not intersect any major water crossings; 

•  any watercourse crossings will use lowimpact, design crossing plans;

•  the proposed Project will utilize local labour, where possible and 

practical, including First Nations, and amenities for construction and 

operations; and

•  the proposed route does not intersect any First Nations reserve lands.

Commitment to Responsible 
Development 
Pembina takes its commitment to being a good corporate citizen very seriously. 

We aim to achieve excellence in every aspect of our business, from how we 

design, construct and operate our pipelines, infrastructure and facilities to how 

we interact with employees, customers and community neighbours. 

Consultation and Engagement
Pembina has a strong record of community engagement, environmental 

stewardship and safe, reliable operational performance. We believe in 

staged, carefully managed growth that respects the interests and concerns 

of our stakeholders and First Nation communities.

Pembina will engage with stakeholders and First Nations through all stages 

of the proposed Project’s developments. In preparation for the proposed 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS & INFORMATION 

This document contains certain forward-looking statements and information (collectively, “forward-looking statements”) within the meaning of the “safe harbor” provisions of applicable securities legislation 
that are based on Pembina’s current expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions in light of its experience and its perception of historical trends. 

In particular, this document contains forward-looking statements, pertaining to, without limitation, the following: the incremental volumes, expected length, size, expected in-service date and capital 
expenditure estimates for the NEBC Expansion and potential upsize; and anticipated regulatory timeline. These forward-looking statements and information are being made by Pembina based on certain 
assumptions that Pembina has made in respect thereof as at the date of this document including: that third parties will provide any required support; that there are no unanticipated changes to the regulatory 
or commercial environment in which the NEBC Expansion is planned; ongoing utilization and future expansion, development, growth and performance of Pembina’s business and asset base.

Readers are cautioned that events or circumstances could cause results to differ materially from those predicted, forecasted or projected. By their 
nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties. The forward-looking statements 
contained in this document speak only as of the date of this document. Pembina does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any 
forward-looking statements or information contained herein, except as required by applicable laws. The forward-looking statements contained in this 
document are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement. For additional information about forward-looking statements and risks, please refer to 
Pembina’s Annual Information Form and Management’s Discussion and Analysis for the year ended December 31, 2013, available under Pembina’s 
profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. 

Project roll out, Pembina is initiating discussions with First Nations and 

local stakeholders regarding its plans to apply to the EAO to determine 

if the Project is reviewable. Pembina is developing a Project Description 

which will provide further details on the proposed Project and the potential 

environmental, economic, social, heritage or health effects of the proposed 

Project. 

The EAO will determine if the Project is reviewable. Once the EAO process 

is initiated, the EAO will be contacting the appropriate First Nations and 

agencies to seek their input on the Project Description and to provide 

an opportunity for parties to identify issues and concerns and to ask 

questions. Pembina will respond and discuss any concerns identified by 

parties via the exemption application process.

If the proposed Project proceeds to the permitting stage, the OGC will 

require full consultation and notification of stakeholders and First Nations 

and will address any written submission prior to approving a permit for the 

proposed Project. 

Safety and Environment 
The safety of our people and the general public and the protection of 

the environment are part of Pembina’s core values. Our aim is to be the 

operator, neighbour and employer of choice in the energy infrastructure 

sector – something which demands this level of commitment.

Pembina is committed to ensuring our pipelines and facilities are designed, 

constructed and operated in a safe and environmentally responsible 

manner. We aim to meet regulatory requirements for pipeline and facility 

integrity. Our Safety, Environment & Security Management System is 

the cornerstone of Pembina’s success and is deeply embedded in our 

corporate culture. We reinforce our commitment to excellence in safety 

in our daily operations through the development of stringent standards, 

regular safety meetings, contractor screening, Project inspection, review 

of potential hazards and ensuring our operations meet industry best 

practices.

Contact Information
Pembina values your input and if you have questions, comments or want 
additional information please contact us at:

Pembina Pipeline Corporation
3800, 525 – 8th Ave. SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 1G1
Phone: 18889201979
Email: nebcexpansion@pembina.com
Website: www.pembina.com
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Plateau Pipe Line Ltd., a subsidiary of Pembina Pipeline Corporation, is proposing to construct and operate the

SUNRISE LATERAL PROJECT

PEMBINA PIPELINE CORPORATION (Pembina) is a leading transportation and midstream service provider 
that has been serving North America’s energy industry for 60 years. Pembina owns and operates pipelines that transport 
various hydrocarbon liquids including conventional and synthetic crude oil, heavy oil and oil sands products, condensate 
(diluent) and natural gas liquids. We also own and operate gas gathering and processing facilities and an oil and natural 
gas liquids infrastructure and logistics business.

With facilities strategically located in western Canada and in natural gas liquids markets in eastern Canada and the U.S., 
Pembina also offers a full spectrum of midstream and marketing services that spans across its operations. Our integrated 
assets and commercial operations enable us to offer services needed by the energy sector along the hydrocarbon value chain.

Proposed Sunrise 
Lateral Project
Plateau Pipe Line Ltd., a subsidiary of Pembina, is 

proposing to construct and operate the Sunrise 

Lateral Project (the proposed Project). The 

proposed Project entails a 12-inch diameter 

pipeline that will transport natural gas liquids 

flowing north from approximately 30 kilometres 

southeast of Taylor, British Columbia to Pembina’s 

existing Taylor Facility. Subject to regulatory and 

environmental approvals, Pembina anticipates 

bringing the proposed Project on-stream in the 

fourth quarter of 2015.

 

Project Component

Proposed Project Schedule

Estimated Date

Submit Regulatory application Q2 2015

Anticipated Regulatory approval Q3 2015

Begin Project construction Q3 2015

Complete construction and 
Project on-stream

Q4 2015
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Reliable | Trusted | Responsible 
Committed to being the operator, employer, partner, neighbour and investment of choice in North America’s energy infrastructure sector.

Commitment to Responsible 
Development 
Pembina takes its commitment to being a good corporate citizen very 

seriously. We aim to achieve excellence in every aspect of our business, 

from how we design, construct and operate our pipelines, infrastructure 

and facilities to how we interact with employees, customers and community 

neighbours. 

Safety and Environment 
The safety of our people and the general public and the protection of 

the environment are part of Pembina’s core values. Our aim is to be the 

operator, neighbour and employer of choice in the energy infrastructure 

sector – something which demands this level of commitment.

Pembina is committed to ensuring our pipelines and facilities are designed, 

constructed and operated in a safe and environmentally responsible 

manner. We aim to meet regulatory requirements for pipeline and facility 

integrity. Our Safety, Environment & Security Management System is 

the cornerstone of Pembina’s success and is deeply embedded in our 

corporate culture. We reinforce our commitment to excellence in safety 

in our daily operations through the development of stringent standards, 

regular safety meetings, contractor screening, Project inspection, review 

of potential hazards and ensuring our operations meet industry best 

practices.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS & INFORMATION 

This document contains certain forward-looking statements and information (collectively, “forward-looking statements”) within the meaning of the “safe harbor” provisions of applicable securities legislation 
that are based on Pembina’s current expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions in light of its experience and its perception of historical trends. 

In particular, this document contains forward-looking statements, pertaining to, without limitation, the following: the expected length, size and expected in-service date for the Sunrise Lateral Project and 
anticipated regulatory timeline. These forward-looking statements and information are being made by Pembina based on certain assumptions that Pembina has made in respect thereof as at the date of 
this document including: that third parties will provide any required support; that there are no unanticipated changes to the regulatory or commercial environment in which the Sunrise Lateral Project  is 
planned; ongoing utilization and future expansion, development, growth and performance of Pembina’s business and asset base.

Readers are cautioned that events or circumstances could cause results to differ materially from those predicted, forecasted or projected. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous 
assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties. The forward-looking statements contained in this document speak only as of the 
date of this document. Pembina does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements or information 
contained herein, except as required by applicable laws. The forward-looking statements contained in this document are expressly qualified by this 
cautionary statement. For additional information about forward-looking statements and risks, please refer to Pembina’s Annual Information Form and 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis for the year ended December 31, 2013, available under Pembina’s profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. 

Consultation and Engagement
Before beginning any new project, Pembina conducts environmental 

studies and assessments to understand the potential effects it may have 

on the soil, land, air, plants, wildlife and watershed. We then develop 

detailed plans in consultation with local regulatory authorities, Aboriginal 

communities, landowners and other stakeholders to minimize our environ-

mental footprint.

At Pembina, building long-term relationships based on mutual trust with 

communities is a top priority. Part of building that trust is making sure we 

understand regional issues so we can anticipate and manage the social 

impacts of our operations on local communities. We have a long history 

of forging productive working relationships with stakeholders; including 

communities, landowners, regulators and customers. It is through the 

cultivation of these relationships, and our corporate reputation, that 

Pembina is granted permission by these communities to succeed in its 

growth and expansion initiatives. We know that effective public involvement 

requires open, transparent, two-way communication with the individuals 

who may be affected by our activities. Over the years, that strategy has 

served us well; we’ve developed a reputation for honesty, transparency and 

treating our Aboriginal communities and local stakeholders with respect.

Contact Information
Pembina values your input and if you have questions, comments or want 
additional information please contact us at:

Pembina Pipeline Corporation
3800, 525 – 8th Ave. SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 1G1
Phone: 1-888-920-1979
Email: community@pembina.com
Website: www.pembina.com
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